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TO WRITERS AND READERS 
As Guest Editor of this magazine it is appropriate that I say a few abstract 
words about writing and reading. Is it not? While smothering myself under four dif­
ferent colored blankets, in bed-cold, sick, and tired, wracked with nerves; while 
trying to sleep, a few words ran across my mind, like children on flagstones, and they 
were immediately followed by a playful fluffy kitten. "Harumph, 11 I said, rolling over 
and pul I ing up my knees for warmth. "Baah ! Forget it! Go to sleep. 11 But when three 
lines ore there, swinging on a child's playset anchored in your head, rhythmically 
speaking a pattern that sounds like it has meaning, why then there's nothing to do but 
get out of bed and write down the three meaningful lines and their meaning leads to 
a plethora of words and lines that are symptoms of the writer's sickness, his internal 
bug that is a symbiont, but one wonders what kind of symbiont it is. About ten times 
each day I tell myself and others that I would rather be happy than write, and I am 
totally serious. But it is a fancy wish. The artist 1s sensitivity is not a badge, it is 
a plague, at best a mixed blessing. Writing is a form of passion, <Jfl energy release 
from some strange jumpy part of the mind. And this energy, this unpredictable muse, 
will pull the writer out of bed and through the night if it is so inclined. But writing 
has never been an answer as much as a search. The beauty of NEXUS is that it is a 
local magazine and once you've read it you know who's searching with you. 
Monday the answer once ~eemed a cat. At other times it is a pregnant woman 
on a bus, or your convex reflection in urinal plumbing. Carroll walks on a beach and 
it hits him-"For the Snark was a Boojum you see! 11 And from that meaningless last 
line he produced an epic nightmare, all of it a writer's blurb just as much as Moby Dick 
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or Herzog. But as the base of it al I-people -the writer and the reader. This is what 
I said on Monday when the answer was a cat-
so innocent to hide in words, 
like a kitten climbing in a 
colored cardboard box 
salvaged from the grocery store 
and lined with soft discarded rags. 
so cowardly a way to speak 
demanding time to mul I towards certainty 
and the right to imply 
that what remained ungraspable was grasped; 
unlike the wild jungle cats 
that are somehow self-justified 
even when pacing in cages twice their length. 
The words are a ma lady of men, 
but they cease not, 
they are a way of pawing, 
a circus disease 
that flashes crystal forms before the wasted eyes. 
We 're not unhappy as much as a bit 
confused 
like unwanted mongrel kittens, separated 
then dropped in a room too smal I 
for one, 
after being pawned from door to door, 
accepted and unexplained. 
Like kitten-drippings 
splattering day-old newsprint, 
so the words will fall-
innocent pings. 
Cherish not that waste which is a moment's product, 
but find the other stunted cat 
that rooms your room. 
Before the Wake 
They were kin and honored patrons of the play, 
Giving special fee for front-row seats, 
With lowered heads, with pasted frowns, 
With sighs of what a shame and only if. 
They saw the bed a theater in the round, 
The sha I low gasps and cries a perfect score, 
The theme a mystery adequate to art, 
The playwright famed for masterfu I burlesque. 
He breathed, they sucked an instant's share, 
Afraid, if out of turn, the telling cue, 
The meaning of the play, would. come and pass-­
And understudies slow to learn the part. 
They should have asked, they said so at the end, 
The pale lips closed, the sheet drawn high, 
The curtain down, the score at end; 
The actor out to tea, at intermission time. 
Eve Shelnutt 
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A FUGUE FOR THE END OF SlM4ER 
M.H. Scheckman 
Earth Mother was s,ttlng on a chintz covered glider on a screen covered 
porch on a hot hot sunwner's day In an unnamed to-n at an unknown time. Sh 
was wearing th brief bottoms of a polka dotted play suit, and nothing else. 
Her long, skinny legs were stretched out halfway across the small porch, end 
In one arm she carried her naked glrl chfld, Its fat llttle moon cheeked behind 
ecllpsfng Earth Mother's ann. The baby was sucking on a huge breast that was 
the Northern Hemisphere with blue veined rivers flowing gently east to west, 
crossing continents eroded by the strain of carrying too much mllk for too 
many ch I I dren. 
first met Earth Mother years ago at a Christmas cocktal I. party I once 
gave. It was raining that day, and she came back after everyone had gone, to 
r trfeve her umbrella which she had left In my bathtub. Those few ffl011M9nts In 
•he rain had been tragic. Her hair was now straight, stuck to hef" cheeks ahd 
neck, and the make-up had clowned on her face. 
I dried her, standing there fn my doorway, and ,we laughed. And we laughed 
as I undressed her, and we laughed and made love. The mf lk l>ottles and Sunday 
papers pf led up outside my door while the world spun with us through two seasons. 
We were Interrupted by early June. 
Never have I danced a more glorious Summer than that year. Ana I swirled 
Into a smoke fllled Autumn that I painted my heart Into. 
~ta Christmas cocktail party she met a poet, cleverer at creation than I. 
·'Why d Id you I eave me for the poet?" 
"I wanted ch 11 dren." 
"I could have given you children." 
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"Not your way. I wanted respectiblllty, I wanted to have them as a 
married woman.'' 
"But a poet! A door to door sislesman of rhymed clfches; a side show 
barker for freak adverbial clauses. What kind of life can that be? For 
three seasons of the yeer you're carrying a child In your womb, and during 
the other season you tiptoe through your apartment, afraid you might step 
on and break his brittle attempts at lfffflOrtallty." 
"He has given me many beautiful children, and I am happy." 
"But you could have had me, an architect, a dealer in steel, and concrete, 
and earth. don't use wispy words in my creations. would have built you 
a monument that would stand for billions of years, but you accepted a tribute 
written on a thin piece of parchment that would blow away with the first wind." 
"I would have accepted your monument If you could have created It with a 
soul." 
went upstairs to bed and left Earth Mother and her baby the glider to 
sleep on. 
It was too hot to sleep and I lay awake listening to her night sounds. 
Just before morning I heard a quiet moan of desire. went downstairs and 
made love to her. 
After we had finished I shattered her Into a thousand pieces. And I 
tenderly gathered them up and hung them In the sky; and I cal led them stars. 
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I approach our house 
and your 
Volkswagen is there 
At first I am glad 
to see it. 
It always means 
you are at home. 
But yesterday 
you left 
on a long trip, 
leaving your car behind. 
11 
• • • nor do I expect 
Fleece to grow on doorknobs--" . 
Kenneth Patchen 
We were all sitting around 
in the coffee shop 
cutting each other-­
having a nervous ball. 
When an angel dropped in 
and said, I swear, directly to me: 
"There is no love among you. 11 
"Hel 1, baby, 11 I said 
with a strange smile on my face, 
"do you expect flowers 
to grow on 
doorknobs? 11 
Wil I iam Harris 
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I saw in the new day 
come wi I ly - ni I ly knocking 
a boy measuring 
the sidewalks with a stick 
and sizing skyscrapers 
with a song and a sigh. 
SITTING IN THE 
DOORWAY 
Sitting in the doorway 
the afternoon summer's day 
glinting and slipping by us, 
The end of an afternoon 
never rea I ly ended. 
A singing snatch of time 
caught forever 
by the sun on your face 
while we sat in the doorway. 
Barry Dwyer 
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FOR INNOCENCE AND LOVE 
Eve Shelnutt 
He was late for work, they would dock his pay accordingly. She sat before 
him, dressed in a pink flannel robe with pink fur-fringed slippers tucked beneath its 
folds, the folds of the robe tucked beneath the table, and her face tucked, Iikewise, 
within the satin-ribbed collar. She looked up from the spoon which she held and made 
go in precise circles in the pink-brown coffee, and spoke. "Honey, you'll be late 
for work! 11 
Such enthusiasm. He laughed. "You know, you're right. I will, no doubt, 
be late for work. 11 Her face changed, he had expected that, just that look. He 
picked up his spoon, slumped lower in the white wooden kitchen chair, and began 
to copy the motion of her hands. 11 See? 11 he said. "Round and round it goes, the 
little spoon in the little coffee cup in the little kitchen in the little house on Four 
Oaks Drive. 11 
"Ned?" She looked at him precisely as she looked at the children when they 
complained of a stomach ache. He stopped stirring the coffee as she stopped. She 
crossed her arms over her abdomen and narrowed her eyes. "Okay, what've I done?" 
"Hey!" He touched her upturned nose. "That's really good! Just the right 
intonation. Classic, as Bill Meyer would say. Did I tell you-Bill bought a boat. 
Says he's going to the lakes every week-end. Live a little, told me yesterday. 11 He 
reached over and punched her arm. "Come on, babe, let's hear it for Bill. Three 
cheers, one ..•. 11 
"Honey, 11 her voice warned. She began to unwind the pink plastic curlers 
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from her hair and def-Jsit them in the pocket of her robe. 
He slapped his knee and stood up. Damn it, Ann, do you have to do that 
at the table ? 11 
She looked at him then lowered her eyes. "No, I guess not." She leaned 
over the table and put the coffee cup and saucer on the breakfast plate and to the 
side of the coffee cup lay the fork and spoon in a neat line. She looked up to him. 
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Why aren't you going in today? You know Susie's got to have braces on her teeth 
before school starts. I promise · d s h e cou Id go as soon as she got back from camp. We 
can't afford for you to miss a day. 11 
He slid his body cbwn the counter behind him and sat on the floor with his 
knees dra'wn toward his chin. 11 You 're right, sweet. Straight teeth for Susie. Gotta 
, t her fixed-up so she 1 11 be presentable in two years. Fourteen, isn't it, the respec­
table time these days for girls to begin the dating warm-up? Is that the age? .. 
She stood up. She looked large in the small kitchen and standing over him 
larger yet. 11 A 11 right, Ned. Let's have it. I won't stand for this .11 
He rolled over on the floor, sticking his sock feet on the two handles of a 
cabinet door. "Incredible, you know. Your delivery. You ought to go on stage ... 
She took a step forward. He held up a hand. 11 Really, Iove. II He ro 11ed over on his 
side and put his arm up to support his head. "Of course it seems phenomenal only from 
the spectator's viewpoint. I mean yesterday I never would have noticed. But now I 
see. Just the right timing with a phrase, volume exact, implications hidden but not 
too much• Oh no, Never mistake the grandeur of the play is a II your making. The 
exchange is the thing. 11 He looked her up and down, walked around her, returned to 
face her, then flung out his right arm an_d pinched her. 
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She cried out and grabbed his arms and held them. "Ned? 11 
He loosened one arm and reached up and patted her on the head. "Oh baby­
don't you worry one Iittle bit. You 're sti 11 good. The best. 11 He loosened his other 
arm and clapped his hands together. She jumped. He leaned his face close to hers. 
"Listen honey-bunch! I got a grand idea! 11 He stooped and pi eked her up. 
"Let me go, Ned," she said. As he walked with her through the hall she kicked 
and screamed let me down. 
He bounced her down on the bed. He grabbed the tie of her robe and pulled it. 
The robe fell open, and she pulled it together, saying nothing now, looking, searching 
his face, biting her lip. 
He reached over the bed and pu I led the shade shut. "Honey, like a pro. The 
little look, then I advance. 11 He leaned over her, and she dug herself into the soft 
mattress. 
11 Ned?" She covered her face with her hands. He pulled them away. 
"What's this? The little lady doesn't like it? Doesn't like the gentleman's 
part? Maybe he 1s done poorly before? Ah! Let's fix that. 11 He opened her robe. 
She screamed and twisted her body over. The white cheni I le bedspread covered 
her head and she began to cry softly, the sort of cry which follows, usually, the first, 
loud, defiant outburst. The c!"Ying was not a statement, but an end of statement. 
He lookedat the head-shape and the body curled, small on the queen-size 
bed, small in the room filled with statements-the mirror on the dresser, the powder 
box, the chair, the socks on the floor, the ballerina prints above the bed. He sucked 
in his breath and Iistened. He stood sti 11 and I istened, but the qua I ity of the sobs did 
not change. 
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He walked to the bed. He put his hand out to touch the head-shape, then 
withdrew it, leaving it in mid-air. He whispered. "Ann? Listen Ann, Iis ten. 
I'm sorry .. Ann?" He leaned his head toward hers. 0 Honey? It's all right, 
don't know what happened." He put his hand on her shoulder and rubbed it. "Listen, 
Ann. It's nothing, just forget it, and I'm sorry. This morning just wasn't a good 
one. Ann?" 
He looked ar her, waiting for a sign, and then she turned. She looked into 
his eyes, sucking on her little finger, still breathing jerkily. After a moment she 
asked, "What's the matter, Ned? You've never been this way before, what is it?" 
He smoothed the hair from her wet forehead and put his head down on the 
pillow by her and turned his head into her hair. He was silent for a minute, then he 
said, "Yesterday I was working on the line as usual and went to lunch with the guys, 
like always. I had the sandwich you fixed, but I was sti 11 hungry, so I got some soup. 
Everybody was having a good time joking with Bill about his boot, me too, and nothing 
was different• Then, I was halfway through the soup, I looked down and it hit me, 
mean I knew, Ann, right then .•.. " 
She moved her head quickly to face him. "Your job, Ned? Is something 
wrong at work?" She relaxed,, little as she said the words; he frowned as he felt her 
body loosen. She said, "You know you can always talk to Hank about it." 
He drew in a breath and. let it out and passed a hand over his eyes. He moved 
closer to her. "No, Ann, not that, don't you see? I mean ... " He turned to look 
at her eyes. "If that were it, well I never minded as long as everything else ... 11 
He took her hands and held them tightly. 
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"Yes?" she said. 
"It was the soup, I guess. I mean I know it was, the start. I was just getting 
the vegetables out of the bottom, and then I saw. There they were, Ann, little noodles 
shaped like little letters in the alphabet! 11 He released his hands in O motion of help­
lessness• Softly, "And all I had to do was eat them, I mean nobody said I had to think 
about it• 
11 
Then softer, "Like any other day, swat low them and .•.. 11
She interrupted. "Alphabet letters in the soup? Is that al I? 11 She started 
to laugh nervously, little laughter, and he heard a pause between each sound. 
The waiting for him, her laughter, eyes, her body held in limbo. He looked 
at the tiny curls of hair at her temples and at her eyelashes stuck together. He looked 
down at her small hands and then at her stomach and back t O her face. 
He drew his arms up and tucked them under his head. He looked at the ceiling 
and he laughed nervously too, waiting now for her. "Yeah, isn't that crazy? Stupid! 11 
She listened to the end of the breath after the word, then she laughed again. He 
turned to her and pushed her knees down, holding her close. "Ann, it was nothing. 
Just a bad day• I'm sorry. Okay ? 11 He kissed her and felt her body relax next to his. 
She touched his lips with her fingers and smi_led. "You're a nut, you know it?" 
He smiled. "I know. It's forgotten, okay?" She murmured, and he held her 
face in his hands and whispered, "My Ann, I do love you. 11 
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Shoes 
Mary Lou Plummer 
Shfny black hard leather shoes rob a six-and-a-half year • 
old of his manhood. Hts vlrlllty and Independence ere expres 
In a very dirty, worn and frayed pair of once-white canvas high­
tops. The black shoes, bought for school two months before at 
great expense to purse, mother and shoe clerk, have been worn 
efght times. The hlghtops, replacing the summer sneakers, In­
tended for gym purposes only, are now ready to be replaced by 
more of the same C" Ident I ca I, Mother?"). 
Crowding five protesting and free-llvlng toes Into the 
rigid dark confines of a leather shoe first requires the sub­
jugation of a boy's wtll to that of the one overwhelming woman. 
This same woman physically Imprisons the toes In their torture 
device, laces It with a double knot to prevent escape, and pats 
It lovingly. Each ensuing step Is accompanied by pain, real or 
lmaglnary--and no man should suffer this ignominy. 
The white, ankle-high gym shoes, gross with heavy rubber 
soles and the blue and red of brand name and redundant linear 
ornamentation, are not quiet In their protest. They match no 
school clothes; they defy teacher's subtle hints. They rest 
side-by-side alone under the Sunday School table. But they 
allow the toes to wiggle and t~ey run fast, and the boy Is 
gratefu I. 
Bytcareful plannlng and manipulation the high-tops can 
always 'be found quickly In the morning. The blacks are never 
in the closet or the middle of the llvlng room floor or any­
where./ The boy "doesn't know how" to tie the black laces. 
The frayed white strings are pulled tight and coaxed Into a 
bow before Mother has stretched and yawned. 
The boy and the woman have arrived at mutual agreement, 
and both feel the free expression of toes and a man's spirit 
are more Important at slx~gotng-on-seven than sartorial splendor. 
The tasteful world of fashion, and the leather shoe Industry, 
wll I have to wait yet awhile longer to enslave this boy and 
his ten outspoken toes, as they have the woman and hers. 
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I am the Greatest 
Bask in the sunshine of some accomplishment 
To prove your superior worthiness. 
Become tan from this vanity to learn 
That superiority radiates sardonic 
Contempt among your associates. 
Dark glasses separate and protect your 
Glorified eyes from intense radiation. 
Become a baking desert from this 
Silly emission since you are too 
Worthy to be like him. 
Lotion gives unnatura I features which 
Then makes that very flesh artificial. 
Become a barren beach in the light 
That boastfulness alienates the 
Very tourists which desire your normal presence. 
So erect your sun umbrella which 
Eclipses the vain sunlight and 
Produce a republic of silence 
To become united with them. 
They will judge. 
Please pass the suntan lotion. 




tobacco brown plains 
Too sun-scorched to rot-
The space capsuled mind-
So desert hot in 
day a nd 
tundra iced at night. 
In the vast lands 
of knowledge 
Sudden thunder 
of jolting thoughts 
and the flashing 
zig~ agging 
white Iight ideas. 
Like pregnant swel Is 
of a tempest sea 
Wind forced thought waves 
crescendo 0$ 
they splash and crash cliffs 
weathered and beaten 
by breeze and water wash. 
Water logged waves ebb 




force to conquer 
virgin white sand shores. 
J DIE 
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MEMO RI ES ***PAST 
Hand in hand we walked one day 
Along the cluttered beach. 
The sand in my thongs, 
And the breeze pushed the waves up onto the shore; 
It tossed my hair and ruffled my clothes. 
But i didn't care; 
i was happy there. 
We wandered freely, talking, and laughing, 
light-hearted and gay. 
She was short and cuddly, tan and blonde, 
Bright-eyed, warm and sincere. 
i lifted her onto a giant rock, 
Then we sat and watched the rolling sea, 
And the white, bi I lowy, hovering clouds. 
But we were aware, 
Of only beauty there. 
Another time we hiked in a drizzle, 
Far into the shelter of a shadowy grove. 
Scuffling through leaves that stuck to our shoes 
We come to two stumps, side by side; 
So we sat and she told me 
Of the marvelous places she'd seen. 
i remember how gay, 
We were that day. 
Often we'd run up the sandy trai I 
On the cliff a long the sea, 
She'd get ahead and hide. 
When i 'd find her, she'd squea I 
Like a child. 
Then i would pull her close, 
And lean to kiss her, 
And whisper "i love you. 11 
How i wished it would last, 




Mary L. Navarro 
, 
Marfa Enrtquetta loved to swim much more than she llked to take siestas. 
That was the reason why one afternoon she decided to escape the watchful eye 
of Pepelfno and go down to the pond. 
Right after lunch everyone In the household took a siesta. Now that the 
rainy season was on, the heat and the humidity drove most of the famtly out 
to the galerla that enclrcled three sides of the sprawl Ing hacienda. The short 
mustachioed man, who led the troop of youngsters out onto the long porch, was 
Jos' Garcla. Pepellno, as the chlldren called him, had the Job of watching 
over the 13 children of Don Octavio Gutllenno Rodriquez. Don Octavio, who Was 
a senator for the state of Oaxaca, was away from his vast flnca for long periods 
of ttme. Therefore, Pepellno was mayordomo of care and dlsclpllne for the 
children. Pepellno was proud of his Job and took his work seriously. Don 
Octavio was a strict man with definite Ideas about how his children should be 
reared. Pepellno had been the only man able to hold this Job. This was because 
he had proven hlmsetf to be of one thought with Don Octavio when It came to 
the enforcement of rules. 
On the porch Pepeltno sorted out the children by ages. Graciela, Pepellno's 
wife, and two maids took the younger children to sleep on the left side of the 
porch. Pepellno arranged the older chlldren along the front and right side 
of the porch. Some were on mats, whlle others streched out to sleep on the 
cool red tiles. When Pepellno 'had seen that everyone. was comfortable, he stretched 
himself out on a mat at the right corner of the porch ln order to have a 
strategic vtew of all those In his charge. A gentle rain fell on the leaves of 
the papaya and mango trees around the house. The sound of the ra l.n soon I u 11 ed 
everyone to sleep. That ls,everyone except Marla Enriquetta. 
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She waited until she saw Pepellno's fat stomach heave up and down In the 
steady rhythm of deep sleep. With sllent, aglle movements ~he Jumped off the 
porch ano ran over the wet ground Into the thick growth of trees. When she 
was out of sight of the hacienda, she headed south toward the banana grove. 
It was a longer route to the pond, but It was a more pleasant path. The grass 
under the trees was kept low In order for the men to be able to reach the banana 
st alks easily. The rain made staccato sounds on the broad leaves that formed 
a canopy under which Marla Enrlquetta walked. She walked slowly, enjoying her 
.. 
f reedom from the sleeping qroup . Marla EnrlQuetta felt no fear at going a lone 
th rough the jungle to the pond . She on ly thought of t he cool green water and 
wished s he were a la rge fish who could always swim end l lve In the pond. Each 
time PepelJno took her and the older children to swim he would alk of the 
dangers of the jungle and of swtmml~ alone so far from help. All the way from 
the hacienda to the pond and back again Pepllno would sco ld and warn t hem. but 
Marla Enr lquetta knew Peoe l ino was only t alkfng and acting f ike Papa. She 
could not see why this lovely place was forbidden, because In all the many 
times they had gone to the pond nothing exciting had ever happened. 
Marla Enrlquetta was short for eleven years. The deep brown skin and small 
dark eyes she got from her mother, who was a full blooded Chamula lndlen. The 
curly hair, fine mouth. and nose she Inherited from her Spaniard father. Her 
nickname, "The Oaring One"--La Atrevlda, was given to her by Pepel lno. It was 
Pepel tno's custom to attach a sultable nickname to each of the chlldren. 
On past the grove she follpwed a trail that led into the dense Mexican 
Jungle. Up fn the tall trees the hornbllls, parrots, mourning doves. and other 
chattering birds heralded her passage. 
La Atrevtda looked up to the tops of the trees and sang In reply. "Cu-cu­
ru-cu-cu, paloma." 
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The J~ngle path ended by the side of a large erteslan pool. A large palm 
tree, bent and distorted. formed a natural diving board over the greenish water. 
The g lrl gripped her hands and toes around the trunk and climbed llke a monkey 
out to t he ends of the branches. Hanging by her hands from the end of the palm 
frond, she dropped her feet Into the pool. The water enveloped her body-- t t 
felt coo l and clean. She surfaced end dived again. When this game bored her 
she floated on her beck with her faced turned up to the rain • .b!. Atrevlda was 
l ike a wat r sprite In her element. Finally she stretched her drenched body 
on the grass beside the pool end fell asleep. 
When she awoke the rain had stopped. Th:t sky was clearlng and by the long 
shadows the sun made through the trees, she knew It was late. Siesta was long 
over and they would be looking for her. Pepellno would surely punish her now. 
Marla Enrlquetta tied not Intended to fal.l asleep. She must hurry straight 
home. There was no time to go through the banana grove. She plunged through 




Enrlquetta reached a clearing she broke out Into a run. Then 
she heard It. Her steps slowed#then stoped. She heard It agaln--lt was a 
woman screaming. The screaming came from a hut on the edge of the clearlng. 
Marta 
/
Enrlquetta started to walk and then to trot toward the hut. At the 
doorway of the thatched hut she heard fflOani ng and plead Ing. 
"Jesus! Marta! Jose! Help me! Help me! Ay, 01os! 0 and then another 
scream. .,, 
Inside the windowless hut the air was stagnant. W~en Marfa Enrtquetta's 
eye became accustomed to the darkness, she saw that the screams came from an 
Ind Ian glrl. not a woman. The girl appeared to be about four or f Ive years older 
than La Atrevlda. She was lylng on a hemp mat on the dirt floor. Her coarse 
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cloth tunic was rafsed Up hfgh above her. large breasts. The belly was round 
and protruding. Between the girl's wfde spread legs a large amount of blood 
and flutd stained the mat end made a dark wet spot on the floor • .!:!. Atrevlda 
moved closer to the girl. Sweat stood out on the girl's face and her eyes were 
wfde with pain and fear. She grabbed Marfa 
✓
Enrlquetta's leg and screamed 
La Atrevlda wanted to run, but th glrl held her leg tightly. Th 
glrl screamed again and again. 
/
Then Marfa Enrlquetta saw omethlng mov. A 
tiny, dark head, then shoulders, back, and legs emerged. The wrinkled mas of 
flesh lafd still on the bloody mat. The glrl released her grip on Marla 
,I'
Enrfquetta's leg. la Atrevlda walked around the glrl to get e batter look at 
th object on the mat.. She was so engrossed In what she saw that she dId not 
hear the lndlan girl's command. 
/
In an urgent tone she ordered Marfa Enrlquetta 
to get a large cloth that hung by a hook on the wall. 
/
Marla Enrlquetta obeyed. 
She watched In mute fascination whfle the lndfan gfrl reached down between her 
legs and placed the object on her own stomech. Marla 
~ 
Enrtquetta saw now that 
It was a baby. A whitish tube extended from the girl to the middle of the baby's 
belly. The lndlan gfrl raised her head and with strong Jaws bit the cord In 
half. She knotted the end of the tube that stuck out from the baby's belly. 
The baby began to cry. The Indian gfrl wiped the baby wfth the cloth. She 
wrapped the baby In the cloth and placed ft on the mat beside her. She laid back 
and closed her eyes; her body relaxed. 
her eyes as she stooped to place the bowl in the appointed spot. She wished 
to herself thet she had never come Into this place, never heard the glrl scream. 
When she opened her eyes she saw a lar~e spongy mass and a gush of blood. The 
/
girl caught the mass In the bowl. The stench made Marla Enriquetta feel sick. 
She turned her head away. The Indian girl now told La Atrevida to take the 
clay bowl with Its contents outside and dispose of them. Marla 
~ 
Enrlquetta did 
not want to do this. She hesitated, then shook her head, no. 
/ 
Marfa Enrlquetta leaned forwared over the glrl's motlonless body to see 
ff she was still breathing. The girl's face began to contort In pain. Her 
body writhed; a sharp cry came from her mouth. The glrl screamed and motioned 
vfolently with her arm. She wanted La Atrevlda to bring the large, deep clay 
,,, 
pot from the table In one corner of the hut. She ordered Merla Enrlquetta to 
, 
place the bnwl on the floor at the end of the met. Marla Enrlquetta closed 
The Indian gfrl said, "You must do ft, you must! It Is growing dark. If 
the sun sets before las secundtnas are burled, the evtl spirits that come at 
night when the dew falls will steal my ba~y•s breath awey. He wflk die." 
Reluctantly Marla" Enrfquetta picked up the bowl. She held her breath and 
turned her head so she could not see the orangy-red mass floating In the watery 
blood. At last she was outside ~nd free from +he awful closeness of the hut 
and the power of the lndlan girl. Marla 
~ 
Er~lquetta quickly dug a hole 1n the 
ra in softened earth with her hands. She cropped the bowl along wlth Its 
contents in the hole. Some of the llquld splashed on her bare legs. She 
shuddered, then pushed the dirt Into the hole. When the hole was fllled she 
ran towards home. Dusk was settling on the jungle. She ran without looking 
back at the hut. When she was out of breath she slowed to a fast walk. La 
Atrevlda felt a sense of security and dread when she got within sight of the 
hacienda. She stopped; then pulled up the blouse that hung loosley over her 
bloomers and looked at her navel. 
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She rode the lonely regions 
With lancet drown, and shield 
Held taut against the legions 
Who woL ! -! Demeter wield. 
(I know the armour well 
for 'twas forged out in hel I.) 
It was done - the dragons a II were k i lied, 
And Persephone was found. 
The earth with laughter fi I led 
To echo heaven 1s sound. 
(I know that tinkling bel I 
for 'twas hallowed out in hell.) 
Put aside your swift, sharp sword 
That pierces sorrow's weld, 
And strikes a most forgotten chord 
That lost tomorrows quelled. 
(I know that music well -




Out of the lips of the darkness 
Come the words of pain and mist. 
Mind clenched against the snake 
Which undulates darkly near. 
Surrender to the waves of anguish, 
Beating, flushing, overwhelming, assassinating. 
Hot blood rushing no where, 
Filling an echoing, bottomless pit. 
Nothingness, the seductress, 
Teasing with velvet black eyes. 
Beckoning, offering insensate tomorrows 
In the void of her domain. 
An explosion, a broken thing, a death. 
Thousands of golden slivers, 
Sharp, cutting and cut-up. 




THE DIRTY DEMONSTRATOR 
Regina Carlson 
Okay. We've had enough. It's time for the demonstrator to get out of the 
street. It's time for a change of tactics from passive resistance to active participation. 
Too many demonstrations today are done for the wrong reasons and are ineffective 
politically. And the technique of passive resistance is being used without restraint. 
Let's talk about the idea of what a demonstration is and what it is supposed 
to accomplish. A march or sit-in functions as communication for people to whom 
regular channels are closed or ineffective. A demonstration is an effective means for 
getting publicity, in hopes of redress fora grievous situation. 
That's what happened in 1963 with the March on Washington for the civil rights 
bill. The people assembled in Washington were saying, "Look here, we thousands 
want attention. By the force of our numbers we are effectively registering our support 
for the proposed bill. 11 There were some legitimate auxiliary purposes of the march. 
For instance, it helped to unify the civil rights movement. Therefore, the march was 
probably a better political tool than, say, 100,000 letters to Congress. 
And when Strom Thurmond compfained about the demonstrations, saying, "Those 
people out there ore trying to get Congress to do something it would not otherwise 
do." I could only react with, "You're damm right. And every time I write my congress­
man, I'm trying to get him to do something he might not do otherwise. 11 
But it seems to me that today many demonstrators are participating for reasons 
other than political purposes. Last year on Hiroshima Day there was a peace demonstra­
tion at Wright Patterson Air Force Base. I was telling my objections about that demon­
stration to a Wright State faculty member. I said, "It's ineffective. My husband works 
on the base. I know the people there. The demonstration wi 11 be so offensive to them 
there's no chance it wi II be an effective way of convincing them." The faculty member 
replied, "Oh, but I don't demonstrate for others. I do it for myself." Her answer was 
anathema to me. The idea that a person in a demonstration is just there to gain some 
personal catharsis, some solace or some feeling of atonement, even though he knows 
the demonstration may actually do nothing to advance his cause, and may even hurt 
it, is distressingly selfish. 
Further evidence that the demonstrator is participating for personal satisfaction, 
rather than from hope of politic~! impact, is revealed by the appearance of many demon­
strators. They're dirty, unshaven, and often dressed sloppily or, at least, unconven­
tionally. (Not all of them, of course, but then we know which people the press photo­
graphers will single out.) They seem to demand acceptance as their own, dirty, selves. 
And that's stupid. The man on the street can hardly ever dccept the man in the street . . 
And he'll never accept him if he's dirty. (Remember last summer when the Bellbrook 
restaurantea-and his handful of followers . marched on Yellow Springs and Antioch College? 
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They said there were protesting Communism. But when the group assembled in John 
Bryan State Park for a speech, the opening statement was, "Now the first !-!-ling we've 
got to do to clean up this place is to get some barbers here. 11 The Bel lbrookers were 
as disturbed about beards, long hair and dusty, bare feet as they were about Communism.) 
So, as long as marchers proudly proclaim their individualism with unconventional 
appearance, they' II be ineffective. Because to make an impact they must make the 
man on the street say to himself, "These people must really feel sincerely about that 
fair housing bil I; maybe I should consider what they're saying." But as long as the 
demonstrators don't look like him, he can merely dismiss them as kooks, as demonstrators 
rather than people, as beings whom he cou Id never understand and, therefore, never 
need try to understand. 
In contrast, consider some student humanists I know. Through Date Ii ne Concern, 
sponsored by the Humanist Student Union of North America, two students recently 
set off to Indianapolis to cover the trial of the a I leged killers of Sy Ivia Likens, the 
teenager tortured to death last October. My husband and I had investigated the situa­
tion last October, and we were briefing the new participants. In our discussion we 
came to the question of what they should wear. We directed them to wear socially 
approved clothing, i.e., stacked heel shoes, a jumper, or a conservative sport coat 
and slacks. The young woman, who has love·ly long hair, was instructed to wear it up 
on her head or tie it back with a pretty ribbon. They ,natter-of-factly nodded their 
agreement. I was proud of their attitude. They were dispassionately accepting that 
they had different standards, and realizing that to be effective they must work within 
society rather than offend its members. 
Or, remember last year at Wright State when we had Professors Jacobs and 
Chenoweth here for a Vietnam pol icy debate. Ann Varsany, one of the "dove" question 
panel members, came dressed for her participation in a skirt and blouse and closed 
shoes. Ann, who never was seen in anything but jeans and sandals, had quietly 
accepted the responsibi I ity of not offending people who might otherwise be more recep­
tive to her point of view. 
My point is this: what might 10,000 clean people accomplish? 
But even if the demonstrations or the dirty demonstrators didn't offend people, 
they're still often a questionable technique because they're politically ineffective. 
Consider last fall's march on Washington by the Women Strike for Peace. Five hundred 
women got themselves to the capital, to present paper doves to several congressmen and 
the foreign relations committee. Paper doves, for God's sake. Surely 500 human beings 
with brains, 500 human beings ~nd their money, even 500 bodies could have struck a 
more potent political blow than the presentation of paper doves! A neighbor of mine 
has also pointed out two other drawbacks to the use of a demonstration by the Women 
Strike for Peace. First, she fears that a group composed solely of women wi 11 always 
be regarded as women, and, therefore, dismissed. Second, this is not just a woman's 
problem, this is everyone's problem. (In contrast, I point out the voter's pledge 
campaign also organized by the Women Strike for Peace. They're assembling lists of 
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voters pledged to vote only for peace candidates. Then they'll find and elect candi­
dates who wi 11 promise to actively seek to end the Vietnam War. The pledge campaign 
is a better program than their march because it doesn't serve the catharsis-seeker it 
can be politically effective, and it works through the established channels-whi;h 
brings us to the last point.) 
We've had enough demonstrations because of the dangers we're posing to the 
established decision making processes. Besides the people who object to demonstra­
tions solely because they conflict with conservative, middle-class behavior patterns 
(And there ore many of them. NBC 's recent political "test" program, 11 Left, Right or 
Center, 
11 
asked if Americans should have the right to speak out agaipct our participation 
in Vietnam-about 80% of the voters said yes. Then NBC asked if we should have a 
law prohibiting public demonstrations against the war-which they later pointed out 
would conflict with the constitutionally guaranteed right-and received a YES vote 
from a majority of their voters.) there are less conservative people who disapprove on 
what I consider to be sounder grounds. My husband, who is something of a Republican, 
puts it this way: "The time has come to go back to using th~ es+ablished channels. 
Otherwise, our reliance on them will falter and they'll be atrophied as effective tools." 
My neighbor also worries about the violence we're doing to our normal processes, 
saying, 
11 
I'm afraid passive resistance is being used as a first step rather than the last. 
Negroes in the South turned to passive resistance because other channels were closed to 
them. But I see students turning to it as a first step. And the demonstrations are not 
only doing violence to the proper channels, but they're inciting physical violence. We've 
got to realize the part even passive, lawful resistance has in creating violence and, thereby, 
causing a breakdown of lawful conduct." 
And when I think of, say, students sprawled out in a hallway on some campus, 
realize a reaction I have which is traditionalistic and, I'm sure, rather nai've. Still, 
can't help thinking that demonstrators' demands should be acceded to because they're 
right, rather than because the ha I ls have to be c I eared. 
The example of the Americans, black and white, northern and southern, who 
participated in the early bus rides and sit-ins in the South offers almost a textbook­
perfect case of passive resistance properly used. "'."! .e demonstrators were 1..A parti ci­
pati ng for personal, emotional gains (in fact, they often faced gr,..- -e rc- r ·1al danger 
by participation) they had been unable to work through the organized political channels, 
and their political effectiveness was great. With the help of Bull Connors, as well as 
Dr. King, they changed the face of the South and went a long way toward waking up 
this country. But many demonstrations I see today are being done for the wrong reasons, 
are politically ineffective, and are doing harm to our governmental system. That system 
has worked wel I in the past and can be trusted to serve us again-now that it's had a 
reminder from those early demonstrators. 
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Dear Nexus: 
It takes time for an Institution to find Itself. This Is particularly 
true of a place llke Wright State University which was established more In 
response to a regional need than to a distinctive philosophy. Yet the germ 
Is there, In the dream of Its founders, of a live, dynamic Institution. The 
germ Is also to be found In some of Oayton~s traditions. 
For one thing, the Institution Is named for a couple of young bike mechanics 
whom everyone thought were slightly crazy. This tradition alone, If taken 
seriously and developed thoughtfully, could be a real force In molding a dis­
tinctive Institution. 
The Kettering Foundation has given funds to buy books for the University 
llbrary. That Is very good. But more Important than Kettering money Is the 
Kettering spirit: the good natured scorn of stuffed shirts, false fronts and 
pompous words; the habit of challenging assumptions, questioning authority, 
looking at problems from every angle lncludlng upside down and Inside out; the 
fresh approach, the argumentative stance,the voracious appetite for Ideas, the 
stubborn experhnentation. These are habits and qualltles that money can't b~y, 
and they also are a part of the tradition of Dayton and hence of Wright State 
Un Ivers Ity. 
Is It posslble for a large publlc Institution, founded almost overnight, 
to avoid being stodgy and mediocre? That depends on the conmunlty In which It 
Is located, and on the administration and faculty. Equally Important, It de­
pends on the students. These three factors, community, staff and students, 
Interact strongly with one another. 
It Is too much to hope that many administrators an~ faculty wlll have 
much lmaglnatton. They are too handicapped by the•r college educations. How­
ever, a few are enough. It Is tlkewlse too much to expect the comnunlty as 
a whole to encourage the Institution to become either vital or distinctive. 
But a llttle encouragement can go a long way. It ts unrealistic to look for 
many signs of llfe In the student body. Most students are concerned primarily 
with grades and with making themselves comfortable. A small handful though, 
is a I I It takes . 
Let me say In passing tlsat I have I lttle use for stereotyped "non-confor­
mity." The current vogue of being dirty, shaggy and rude Is a false a front 
as any. Nor am I Impressed by shrlll polemics which 11alnly relteve ·the feelings 
of the protestor. 
Searching questions, thoughtful criticism, vigorous controversy, the two­
way flow of ldeas--these can be challenging and creative. They are of course 
uncomfortable, especlatly when young people are Involved, but they are necessary 
to a vital Institution. 
There Is a natural tendency for such students and staff as desire a vltal 
Institution to feel lonely and sorry for themselves. "What can a mere handful 
do against the mass'?" Working together they cen leaven the rMss, as yeast 
leavens bread, but It takes time and patience and the wflllngness to be lonely. 
Looking back to the early part of the century we find a Dayton with much 
creative vltallty--soclal, technbloglcal and economic. Despite Its greater 
stze and affluence today, Dayton ts essentlelly stlll coasting on that early 
vltallty. The challenge 1s there. for Wright State University to pick up the 
tradition and renew the vitality. 
Ernest Morgan 
Yellow Springs, Ohio 
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CONTRIBUTORS 
REGINA CARLSON- attended Park College in Parkville, Mo. After an extended 
camping trip around Europe, including a visit to the Carlson family 
home in Sweden, Mrs. Carlson and her husband came to Ohio. She 
has been a student at the Wright State campus since January, 1965. In 
high school she had a syndicated column in several suburban St. Louis 
newspapers. She has worked as a reporter for the Park College ~' 
and has worked on two weekly newspapers in Missouri, as typesetter 
and as local news editor. She has also been employed by The Humanist 
magazine. Next year she plans to be in Scotland, at the University of 
Glasgow, where she'll continue her studies in literature while Mr. Carl­
son pursues a postgraduate course in astrodynamics. 
BRUCE CIVETZ- a Wright State student at the time of submission, is now serving 
in the United States Air Force. He is presently stationed at Amarillo 
Air Force Base, Texas . 
BARRY DWYER-born in Detroit, moved immediately to Dayton. At the age of 5 
his older brother tried to flush him down a toilet. At 9 Barry stalked 
and killed a starling with a rock. He enjoyed this so much that he 
made a habit of tossing bread crumbs on the patio and shooting attracted 
birds with a BB gun. At II he burned a cardboard box in the forest, not 
being aware of the fact that trees are also combustible. He is now sus­
pended from Wright State but he hopes to return in the fa 11 • 
WILLIAM HARRIS-writes to us from Yellow Springs. He has previously published in 
Nexus and you can look forward to seeing more of his poetry in the 
next issue. For more of his poetry we refer you to Nolan Mi ller 1s an­
thology of New Campus Writing, 1966. William is a student at Central 
State University where he majors in history. 
JADIE-is a Fairborn housewife with one young son. She has studied creative writ­
ing under Dick Allen. She was brought up mostly in New England and 
if you coax her she will tell you Gothic tales of her childhood- e.g., 
how she worked in a cemetery, or in the tobacco fields of North Car­
olina (which is not in New England). More of her poetry will appear 
in the next issue of Nexus. 
KAREN MORRIS-a freshman this past year, mo1onng in sociology, is very inter­
ested in dramatics. Recently she appeared in Wright State's student 
production of "The Cherry Orchard." 
MARY NAVARRO-was born in Texas of an American father and a Mexican mother 
who died when Mary was five years old. She was brought up as an or­
phan by many different people, but primarily by on Oaxaca Indian, in 
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actually a true story, the events of which actually happened to Mary's 
Oaxacan step-mother at the age of 10 (also Mary 1s age when she 
first heard the story). Mary is now married and has five children, 
ages 5-15. She has previously studied drama at the Univ. of New Mexico 
and she is now an English major at Wright State. 
MARY LOU PLUMMER-a senior English major, started college lots ond lots of 
years ago at Vienna Univ. She took an extended sabbatical to en­
courage three children to become honest, charming, independent 
human beings. She has now decided to be a perpetual student. She 
would like to become a fixture at Wright State to which she gives 
fanatic loyalty. She was one of the first registrants at Dayton Cam­
pus, climbing over piles of lumber and bags of concrete to find the 
registrar's office. Not long forgotten is her love for the theatre and 
an acting career in Chicago never quite brought to fruition. 
M.H. SCHACKMAN- is a ten year resident of Dayton. Born in New York City, 
1924, he attended Niagara University where he played basketball for 
one year before joining the infantry. Three years later, after having 
participated in the Normandy Landing, he returned to studies, this 
time at N. Y. U. where he worked towards a Masters in Business .Ad­
ministration (successfully). At present he is employed by a local con­
struction company as a control Ier. A founder and charter member of 
the Miami Valley Unitarian Fellowship, he has served as program 
chairman for two years. He has recently studied creative writing un-
der Dick Allen. 
EVE SHELNUTT- is married and has a two year old son. She comes to the Day­
ton area from Egland A.F.B., Fla. She has lived in Dayton for one 
year now-Wright State is the fifth college she has attended. Pre­
viously she attended Carson Newman College - Tenn., Furman U.­
S.C., Flint Junior College and Flint extension of U. of Mich. Eve 
has just recently turned her attention to writing fiction, having pre­
viously devoted al I her writing time to poetry. 
ROBERT G. THOBABEN- is a sophomore at Miami U., majoring in Zoology. He 
is a graduate of Centervi I le High School. This summer he is earning 
money as a salesman at J.C. Penney's. He tells us that he has just 
recently discovered poetry as a stimulating means of self-expression 
and, he adds, releasing tension. 
MYRA LEE TURNER-is an adult student at Wright State working for a certificate 
in Elementary Education. She has been a resident of Dayton since she 
was six years old, is married, and has two teenage daughters. She 
praises highly Mr. Hughes and Mr. Chapin for their guidance in compo-








selection of paperbacks 
within 50 miles 
WHERE DOES A HUMANIST GO? 
A young couple want a marriage ceremony 
consistent with their nontheistic beliefs. An 
atheist prisoner wants to talk to someone 
other than the chaplain. A liberal family 
wants a brief and simple memorial service. 
Other human ists want to adopt children, claim 
c.o. status, keep their Jobs, fight laws which 
discriminate against them . Young people with 
human-centered values want opportunities to 
examine and apply their val11es. 
The American Humanist Association (and 
the 26 other organizations which make up the 
International Humanist and Ethical Union) is 
meeting these needs. 
Humanists are nontheists who aim for the 
fullest possible development of each human 
being. We presuppose man's sole dependence 
on social and natural resources and acknowl• 
edge no supernatural power. Humanism is 
not merely God•rejecting, it is life.affirming. 
Further, it opposes the pessimistic view that 
claims that life is meaningless and futile. 
Notwithstanding the sorrow, guilt, disease, 
and misery which are part of human experi• 
ence, humanism affiirms that a commitment 
to living can make human existence worth• 
while. 
The American Humanist Association is a 
membership organization. Through publica• 
tions such as the bimonthly HUMANIST, through 
regional meetings and conferences, local 
group activities, ethical education and coun­
seling programs, we share our knowledge and 
strengths as we search for solutions to the 
problems that face us all. 
An organization serves its members by 
providing direction for their energies and 
by acting as a spokesman-it can speak with 
impact where an individual would not be 
heard. 
If you are a humanist, isn't it time you 
joined? 
AMERl~AN HUMANIST ASSOCIATION dept. nx 
Humanist House, Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387 
D (Please ~nter my membership in the Ameri• 
c~n H_u~anist Association, including one.year 
subscriptions to THE HUMANIST (bimonthly) and 
INTERNATIONAL HUMANISM (quarterly publica• 
t1on of the International Humanist and Ethical 
Union). 
_I ~nclose $ . ··- ____ .. for my annual dues. 
(Minimum dues are $10.00. All contributions 
are tax deductible.) 
D Enclosed is my contribution of $ ·······-·······-· . 
Name __ __·-·····--·----------··------····-···--···-·············· ...... 
~!!~~/
Residence ··············-·---············-·-·········- ............... . 
Prov..... .... : ..· -··_..__... .__ :::·........- ZIP..~······ ...-·· 
D Please send me information about the AHA. 
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